Abstract-The task of capturing a space target using a space robot carrying robotic manipulators can be divided into two phases: controlling the robot to reach a desired berth position near the floating target, and manipulating the manipulator to grasp the target. Most of the existing planning strategies only focus on a point-to-point trajectory planning of the manipulator to ensure the end-effector to reach a desired pose, while the berth position is usually set manually. In this paper, we propose an optimal coordinated planning strategy for space robots to grasp targets. Both the manipulator's joint trajectories and the robot's berth position are considered to autonomously accomplish the coordinated planning of the end-effector and the robot base. From the perspective of the task-space constraints, the manipulator is first planned to satisfy the attitude constraints of the end-effector and base, and then the berth position is planned to meet the end-effector's position. A Modified Generalized Jacobian Matrix (MGJM) is proposed to describe the velocity mapping from the joint space to the attitude of the end effector and the base. Based on the MGJM and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), the whole planning task is turned to optimize the joint trajectories and the berth position. Simulated experiments have verified that the proposed planning strategy can successfully automate the two phases of a space robot to grasp target in the space.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing amounts of human-generated space debris accumulating in orbit every year, the probability of collisions between debris and spacecraft is increasing correspondingly [1] . Thus, it's necessary to remove this space debris to maintain a "clean" space environment. Considering the harsh environment in space, space robots are regarded as the most promising on-orbit servicing (OOS) tools to expand the human activity abilities [2] . In fact, technology demonstration projects including the Engineering Test satellite VII [3] and the Orbital Express [4] have verified the feasibility of free-flying space robots. However, space robots have some special kinematic and dynamic features, which makes them difficult to finish the grasping tasks like terrestrial robots.
As the satellite base is a flying/floating base, there is a coupling effect [5] existing between the base and the mounted manipulator, which makes the space robot difficult to plan and control precisely. Besides, space robots have two working modes: free-flying mode and free-floating mode [2] . In freeflying mode, the robot can be called a free-flying space robot and it can actively control both its attitude and position. While in free-floating mode, its base attitude and position actuators are switched off and only the manipulator is actively controlled. For a general target-grasping task, when space robots are approaching the berth position, they usually work in free-flying mode. After having reached the berth position, they usually change their working mode into free-floating mode to grasp the target for the security reasons.
In the past decades, many studies on the free-floating space robot can be founded in the space robotics field. Vafa and Dubowsky [6] propose the virtual manipulator concept to simplify the analysis of the kinematics and dynamics of space robots. Dubowsky and Papadopoulos [7] adopt the Lagrange equation to deduce the dynamic equations of the free-flying and free-floating space robots. By using the momentum conservation law, Umetani and Yoshida [8] deduce the General Jacobian Matrix (GJM) of the free-floating space robots to describe the velocity mapping relationship from the joint space to the end-effector pose in Cartesian space. Furthermore, Papadopoulos and Dubowsky [9] analyze the dynamic singularities of GJM and propose the path dependent workspace and the path independent workspace to avoid the dynamic singularities. For space robots, most of them are teleoperation systems and the communication antennas are usually fixed on the satellite base. For receiving and transmitting the signals, the disturbance of the base attitude is regarded as a concerned problem in planning and controlling the space robots. Based on Frobenius's theorem, Nakamura and Mukherjee [10] investigate the non-holonomic redundancy property of free-floating space robots, and propose a bidirectional approach to plan the base and the endeffector simultaneously. Furthermore, Nenchev et al. [11] propose the conception of Reaction Null-space to achieve the base attitude control, where the manipulator should be a kinematical redundant manipulator.
In this paper, we focus on the motion planning strategy for space robots to grasp floating targets (e.g. discarded satellites, old rocket parts, and spacecraft pieces, etc.). In fact, the whole grasping task can be viewed as a task-priority based behavior, and the primary task is to grasp the target (i.e., satisfying the grasping position and attitude constraints) and the secondary task is to minimize the base disturbance because a large attitude change on base has a severe impact on the communication. By exploiting the non-holonomic nature property of space robots, our goal is to grasp the target with the zero-attitude change of the base. Here both the berth position and the joint trajectories are regarded as the optimization indexes. Based on the Modified Generalized Jacobian Matrix and the Particle Swarm Optimization, the planning procedures are proposed to satisfy the grasping constraints with the zero-attitude change on the base. This rest paper is organized as follows: the mathematical model of the space robot is presented in Section II; the proposed optimal coordinated planning strategy for space robot grasping targets is described in Section III and then validated by a simulation example in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Section V.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Basis Assumptions
The mathematical model of the space robot is built based on the following basis assumptions:
• The space robot is assumed to be composed of rigid bodies. The manipulator is mounted on the satellite base which is regard as body 0.
• The microgravity and other external forces can be neglected in comparison to the actuator forces and torques of the system. 
B. Kinematic and Dynamic Equations of the Space Robot
The space robot is a satellite-manipulator system as shown in Fig. 1 . The manipulator has n rigid links with n degrees of freedom (DOFs), so there are n+6 DOFs in total. When the space robot works in the free-flying mode, all the actuators can be controlled, so the free-flying space robot has an accuracy station-keeping ability to berth on any position. When the space robot works in the free-floating mode, only the manipulator actuators are employed, so the free-floating space robot is an under-actuated system. For clearly expressing the geometric relationship, the symbols appearing in Fig.1 J to i C , respectively. It should be noted that, unless specified otherwise, all the vectors are defined in the inertial frame I Σ .
From the geometric relationship, the position vector of the end-effector is defined as ( )
Differentiating (1) with respect of time, the end-effector linear velocity can be obtained as
where 0 v and 3 0 ∈ ω are the linear and angular velocity vectors of the base, respectively;
is the unit normal vector of the ith joint axis; i θ is the ith joint angle. Besides, the end-effector angular velocity can be expressed as
Synthesizing (2) and (3), the kinematic equation of the free-flying space robot can be written as
where
is the manipulator joint angle vector; B J and M J are Jacobian matrices for the base term and the manipulator term, respectively. Furthermore, by using the Lagrange equation, the dynamic equation of the free-flying space robot can be obtained as follows [7] :
is the acceleration vector of the base; For the free-floating space robot, there are no applied forces acting on the base. So the dynamic equation can be easily derived under the above assumption as
Meanwhile, according to the linear and angular momentum conservation, the coupling motion equation can be obtained as
H H is the coupling matrix representing the velocity-mapping relationship from the manipulator to the base. Furthermore, extend (7) as follows:
where Cv H and
are the sub-coupling matrices corresponding to the linear and angular velocity of the base, respectively.
Substituting (8) into (4), the kinematic equation of the free-floating space robot can be obtained as is the initial end-effector position which depends on the initial manipulator configuration.
III. OPTIMAL PLANNING STRATEGY
A. Analysis of Typical Grasping Tasks
In this sub-section, the task of capturing a floating target will be analyzed in detail. As shown in Fig.2 , the target is a discarded satellite which is floating in orbit with a handle to be grasped. The whole grasping task consists of two phases [12] : (a) the pre-grasping phase and (b) the post-grasping phase. In the pre-grasping phase, the free-flying space robot first navigates to an appropriate berth position to keep the target remaining in the manipulator workspace. Then, it changes its working mode into the free-floating mode and plans the feasible trajectories in joint space to satisfy the grasping constraints. In the second phase, the on-board computer controls the free-floating space robot to track the preset trajectories to grasp and stabilize the target. Actually, the whole process contains a series of complicated perception, planning, and control issues, so this paper only focuses on the motion planning strategy. Two phases for a space robot capturing a discarded satellite.
From the perspective of the task constraints, the main constraints contain the end-effector position E p and the endeffector attitude is also regarded as a task constraint. As we mentioned previously, the grasping tasks is a task-priority based behavior. The task-space DOFs [13] are used to describe the required DOFs to accomplish the grasping task; so we define n1, n2, and n3 to represent the task-space DOFs of the endeffector position, the end-effector attitude, and the base attitude constraints, respectively, (herein, for spatial case, n1=n2=n3=3; for planar case, n1=2 and n2=n3=1) [14] . Furthermore, the relationship between the grasping tasks and the minimum task-space DOFs is concluded in Table 1 . Grasping targets with controlling the base attitude n1+n2+n3=3+3+3 n1+n2+n3=2+1+1
B. Optimal Coordinated Grasping Strategy
For the grasping strategies in [12] , [14] - [17] , all the planning strategies are designed in the free-floating phase, i.e., the space robot has reached the berth position with working in the free-floating mode. So the manipulator DOFs should be greater than or equal to the minimum task-space DOFs, e.g., for grasping targets with controlling the base attitude it needs the manipulator to have redundant DOFs (i.e., at least 9 and 4 DOFs for spatial case and planar case respectively). Though the redundant manipulator is more flexible to deal with the task constraints, its controller also gets more complicated correspondingly. So there is a problem whether we can use the manipulator with lower DOFs, e.g. 6 DOFs or 3 DOFs for the same tasks? As we know, the task execution should follow the objective law; however, the task planning need not follow the objective order. From (10) and (11), it can be found that the final end-effector position depends on the berth position and the planned joint trajectories. Furthermore, the berth position is a controllable factor but most studies have been omitting it in the grasping tasks. Therefore, we propose a more concise and efficient scheme of assignment, planning and execution as shown in Fig. 3 . First, we plan the feasible joint trajectories of the manipulator based on a hypothetical berth position to satisfy the end-effector attitude and base attitude constraints, and then the rest end-effector position constraints is handled by optimizing the feasible berth position. Task Schematic structure of assignment, planning, and execution of the grasping task.
C. Modified Generalized Jacobian Matrix
A Modified Generalized Jacobian Matrix (MGJM) is proposed to plan the end-effector attitude and the base attitude in the grasping task simultaneously. Merging the lower part of (9) with the lower part of (8), we can get the following equation:
where MG J is the MGJM representing the velocity mapping from the joint space to the end-effector attitude and base attitude. As G J undergoes the dynamic singularities, MG J will also undergo the dynamic singularities and the corresponding singular configurations are hard to predict in advance. Furthermore, the rotation matrix is adopted in the computation process of the attitude kinematics. Here, the rotation matrices 
while 11 0 R = and 12 0 R = hold, we define ω ω ω ω is the angular velocity vector, and ω is the skew-symmetric matrix of ω . Substituting (12) into (14) and integrating it, we can calculate the end-effector and base attitude as
where E ( ) 
D. Problem Conversion
The framework based on the forward kinematics and the search algorithms e.g., Genetic Algorithm (GA) [15] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [16] , and Differential Evolution (DE) [17] , is effective to deal with the dynamic singularities. So this paper adopts the same framework to plan the joint trajectories and the feasible berth position. Here the planning problem can be converted into a parameter optimization problem as follows:
To plan: t ( ) θ and 0 f r To satisfy:
where ( 
Substituting (17) into (18) 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the motion planning goal of using a space robot equipped with a manipulator to catch a floating object is to plan an accurate point-to-point motion with a zero-attitude change on the robot base. The task-space constraints were used to describe the grasping task, and they were divided into three groups: the end-effector position constraint, the endeffector attitude constraint, and the base attitude constraint. To improve grasping efficiency, a new viewpoint of coordinating the planning of the berth position and the manipulator was proposed. Here the end-effector and the base attitude constraints were assigned to the planning of the manipulator and the end-effector position constraint was assigned to the planning of the berth position. The corresponding planning procedures based on the MGJM concept and the PSO algorithm were designed to plan the joint trajectories and the berth position. The simulation of a 3-DOF space robot grasping a floating target with a zero-attitude change on base was studied using the proposed planning procedures, and the results showed that the planned joint trajectories and berth position can satisfy the task-space constraints.
